CHAPTER   VIII
THE AUTHORITY  OF SCIENCE
the craving for authority and the dread of freedom is the
natural and obvious reaction of all those who are puzzled by
the fact that others use their liberty in a different manner from
what was expected of them.  The " excesses " of popular
suffrage had disconcerted those who did not really think that
its entrance into politics would cause any serious change in
the existing order, social, political or economic; and it became
necessary to discover some positive princip-le with which to
meet the assertion of individual freedom and to curtail or deny
it as circumstances would seem to indicate. The Church was
x>f course the obvious refuge of such seekers, but there were
many who, although afraid of freedom and anxious to find
some transcendent power that could be appealed to above the
conflicting wills of men, were yet quite unable to grant the
Church's claim, either to the monopoly of such authority, or
to the representation on earth of a supernatural order. Never-
theless, they were equally unable to counter the Catholic idea
of authority based on revelation with the abstract rationalism
of eighteenth-century philosophy. It was, they agreed, and not
without reason,  that very rationalism that had   ultimately
brought about the Revolution and its excesses : what is liberty
based upon if not on the claim of each individual to judge all
matters in the light of his own unaided reason?.The need
remained therefore for some objective authority, entirely dis-
tinct from any alleged Divine revelation, ascertainable by the
ordinary individual, and yet capable of being opposed to any
philosophy of subjective liberty or individualism. Some force
was wanted that would have all  the compelling power .of
religion without the supernatural basis on which   religion
rested, some principle which, like religion, could transcend
temporary expediency and claim finality through presenting
an ultimate explanation of the universe. This they thought they
had found in science.
The scientist of those days believed that in physical science
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